Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
logbook was originally a book for keeping the data from the log, a navigation tool used by mariners to estimate the speed of a vessel through water. Currently the term logbook is widely used in science and industry for recording various data on complex machines such as nuclear plants or particle accelerators. The reason for using a logbook remains the same, however the technology which is used has changed -now a computer based electronic logbook is used instead of paper.
The CMS [1]- [2] high-energy physics experiment, part of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN has its own Electronic Logbook.
The Elog fulfills an important role as a tool to exchange opinions and store information about the experiment, problems and solutions, which are taken to solve them allowing for a better understanding of the detector and creating a platform for the future improvements.
The first version of CMS ELogbook was an open source electronic logbook developed by Stefan Ritt [3] . This standalone application was file based and due to its file based nature, the searching did not meet our requirements. As a result, it was decided to write a new, dedicated Elog version for the CMS experiment, while keeping the same look and feel as the old one. This new version of the tool has the same interface making it easily recognized and accepted by the users.
The new Elog uses Oracle technologies and is written in the Java, XHTML and JavaScript programming languages.
II. ARCHITECTURE
The ELog is a portlet running on OracleAS Portal (Fig. 1 ) that provides implementation of the portlet container [4] - [5] . OracleAS Portal [6] is a component of Oracle Application Server that provides a solution for building, deploying, and maintaining enterprise portals. OracleAS Portal displays information in the form of portal pages. There are three elements that define a portal page: region, item and portlet. Region defines page layout and contains either portlets or items. Item is defined as a static content stored by the portal and a portlet is a dynamic, reusable, pluggable web component that can draw generated content from many different sources. As different portlets can be placed on a common page, the user receives a single-source experience. Portlets generate content, and the portal controls the appearance. There are four types of portlets in OracleAS Portal: prebuilt portlets, portal tools, partner portlets and programmatic portlets. The Elog is the programmatic portlet based on the PDK-Java API and the Struts framework. Along with the PDK-Java API, OracleAS Portal gives a possibility to develop portlets using either JSR 168 standard [7] or PL/SQL API.
The OracleAS Portal has been chosen because it is scalable, secure and gives the possibility to monitor and manage all data and users. It is also well integrated into the CERN infrastructure, since the authentication uses a single sign-on (SSO) solution. Building separated applications and placing them together, gives the user a powerful, consolidated interface for monitoring and reporting, which is available for the whole collaboration. In summary, the key advantages of the and OracleAS Portal are:
1. Portal container provided services; 2. Built in user customization; 3. Single sign-on mechanism; 4. Built in management system of users a Considering user interface, jQuery and jQu for handling more demanding requests on th to provide more useful and modern user int a fast and concise JavaScript Library that s document browsing, event handling, anim interactions for rapid web development provides abstractions for low-level interactio advanced effects and high-level, themeable w built on top of the jQuery JavaScript Library to build highly interactive web applications [9 As was said earlier, the new Elog is d and therefore whole structure of the too the database. The Elog uses Oracle data the messages, and the attachments.
The integration of the application flow and not part of the portlet APIs. By using the S it is possible to leverage the MVC architect publish applications within the portal. By ap to the ELog, core business model functionali from the presentation and application lo represents the business or database code, the the page design code and the Contr the navigational code. Such separation allow clarifies the design and provides an efficien makes developing, testing and maintainin framework and MVC model is detailed in s paper.
III. STRUTS FRAMEWORK
Struts is one of the most popular framew Java-based Web applications based on th Controller (MVC) design pattern which is organizing code [10] . It is a foundation for b application providing not only libraries but thereby making development faster and easi suggests MVC consists of three parts M Controller that creates a separation of conce an infrastructure for Web application [11] . In flow diagram is shown. The Model represent database code and controls data access and View represents the page design code, it con presented to the user and it collects user inpu represents the navigational code, it validat handles data flow and transformation betw View. Beside separating the code, this mak work of a group of programmers on the same enabling a better understanding of the applica maintenance much easier. Struts 
IV. FEATUR
The ELog organizes messages in category may have unlimited level subcategories. Each subcategory ha entries are displayed as a list. Ins organized in threads.
Four views are available for b Threaded and Expanded. Users ca through the messages in the current chosen subcategories together in a s estrictions on the View and to implement the Model RES nto categories, where each ls of other categories and as its own page where the side the list messages are browsing: Full, Summary, an navigate page by page t subcategory or display all special view for a selected time period (day, week, month). This view a special personalization mechanism provid Portal allowing the chosen subcategories the profile of the user. Personal customization for each portlet separately. The mechanis the cookie mechanism in web browsers; the information is kept on the server side and is browsers to which is logged in the user. The data for personal customization can or in the database with the difference tha the file is lost after each deployment of the p portal is fully responsible for accessin the personalization, the programmer must java bean with properties, setters and getter based personalization does not require any pr the database version requires a special table in
The user can create a new message attachments with an optional description. available: rich and plain text editor.
The editing functionality allows only th the existing messages, while the reply functio the possibility to reply to any existing messag The ELog also provides the feature to sub subcategories. Any update (new or edit the subcategories is sent to the subscri It also includes a search engine, where different subcategories can be retrieved on t filters.
Using message id it is possible to disp directly without browsing the whole li the ELog contains RSS Feeds.
V. CONCLUSION
The ELog is extensively used by th collaboration, more than 3000 scientists and 38 countries, as a tool for communicatin information related to the commissioning the experiment. Every week users creat messages.
The tool is open for the future extensions the dynamically changing needs of users. T the developers is to prepare a reliable too interface that allows users to easily find st based on a wide range of search options.
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